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Serving as the Ford counterpart of the Mercury Grand Marquis , the model line was offered as a
two-door and a four-door sedan and a five-door station wagon including the woodgrained LTD
Country Squire. For , Ford revised its full-size and mid-size product ranges across all three of
its divisions; the LTD Crown Victoria remained the sole full-size Ford sedan with the mid-size
Granada taking on the LTD name. Following a minor update for the model year, the LTD Crown
Victoria was discontinued after the model year, replaced by the redesigned Ford Crown Victoria
dropping the station wagon body style and retiring the LTD prefix. From to , the model line was
assembled by St. Louis Assembly in Hazelwood, Missouri. In , Ford relocated production to St.
Taking its name from the Ford Fairlane Crown Victoria of , the LTD Crown Victoria borrowed a
distinctive styling feature from its Fairlane counterpart: a targa-style band across the roof atop
the B-pillars. For the Fairlane, the band was bright chrome; to modernize its appearance, the
LTD Crown Victoria adopted a band of brushed aluminum. In the landaulet -style of the Lincoln
Town Car , the LTD Crown Victoria was fitted with a half-length padded vinyl roof , with the
brushed-aluminum band covering the B-pillars in place of the "coach lamps" of the Mercury
Grand Marquis. The first time Ford used "Victoria" as a naming convention was , for both Ford
Victoria and Lincoln Victoria 2-door coupes. Regis discontinued in Originally slated for
replacement by the Ford Taurus in the early s, the model line saw relatively little change
throughout its production. As the decade progressed, fuel prices stabilized, leading to
increased demand and further development of the model line. In early , Ford introduced the
Ford Crown Victoria as a model. Dropping the LTD prefix, the Crown Victoria underwent
extensive body, chassis, and powertrain upgrades over its predecessor, remaining in
production through While the Panther chassis was all-new, the basic suspension layout was
carried over, adopting a double wishbone independent front suspension and a coil-sprung live
rear axle. The front brakes were vented discs with rear drums. In place of six-cylinder engines
as standard equipment, a hp 4. For , Ford took additional steps to increase the fuel efficiency of
its full-size vehicles. A smaller-displacement V8 became the standard engine, with Ford adding
a hp 4. From Lincoln, the AOD overdrive 4-speed automatic transmission was paired with the 4.
For , the engine line was revised, as Ford ended production of the 4. The 5. For , the 5. For , the
hp 5. When introduced for the model year, the LTD Crown Victoria was offered in two-door
sedan and four-door sedan body styles; a five-door station wagon was offered as the
wood-paneled LTD Country Squire. The body underwent a minor roofline revision over the LTD
Landau, distinguished by a brushed-aluminum band covering the B-pillars. A half-length vinyl
roof was standard; on fleet vehicles such as police cars , the vinyl roof was a delete option. For
, the sideview mirrors were remounted and relocated rearward. For , Ford phased out FORD
lettering on both the grille and trunklid, phasing in the Ford Blue Oval emblem the grille emblem
was offset to the drivers' side. For , a station wagon without woodgrain paneling was
introduced, joining the Country Squire. For , the dashboard underwent multiple updates. The
climate and audio controls were redesigned the latter, to fit a single-DIN slot ; the change led to
the retirement of the 8-track cassette and CB radio options. In a major functional upgrade, the
controls for the horn were relocated from the turn-signal stalk to the steering-wheel hub.
Following the model year, the two-door LTD Crown Victoria sedan was discontinued only 5,
were sold in comparison to , four-door sedans in [5]. Demand for two-door vehicles had shifted
towards sportier designs such as the Thunderbird and the Mustang , leaving the compact
Tempo as the only Ford model line sold as both a two-door and a four-door sedan. After nine
years in the marketplace, the LTD Crown Victoria underwent its first mid-cycle revision for To
nominally improve the aerodynamics of the exterior, the front and rear fascias were restyled,
rounding the edges of the fenders slightly; while still protruding outward substantially, the
bumpers were better integrated within the body. While the roofline and doors were carried over,
other changes sought to modernize the design. Coinciding with enlarged taillamps wrapping
into the fenders , the trunklid was changed in shape with a larger license-plate opening. The
grille was lowered in height and widened, integrating the headlamps and turn signal lenses into
a single assembly the Ford Blue Oval emblem was enlarged and centered. The interior
underwent a separate revision; the interior received an increase of wood trim on LX-trim models
, redesigned seats, and a more legible speedometer. For , the model line received further
interior updates, necessitated by passive-safety regulations. For the first time since , the
dashboard and steering wheel underwent a complete redesign reversing the placement of the
audio and climate controls ; a driver-side airbag was introduced as standard equipment for all
versions. To further comply with federal safety regulations, three-point seatbelts were added to
the outboard rear seats. To further reduce production costs, the LTD Crown Victoria and
Mercury Grand Marquis shared a nearly identical interior with only detail changes
distinguishing the two. Ford changed the parking light lenses in color from amber to clear, last
seen on the base-trim Ford LTD. For , Ford enacted an extensive revision of its full-size and

mid-size vehicles, affecting both Ford and Lincoln-Mercury in North America. While the model
had previously been sold for fleet sales, the S model returned for as a dedicated fleet-sales
model. Alongside fleet sales, the S trim was the standard trim of the LTD Crown Victoria station
wagon; it is the only version sold directly to the general public without woodgrain sides; also
offered in standard and LX trim. On hiatus for the model year, a non-woodgrain station wagon
returned for under the LTD Crown Victoria nameplate the previous LTD station wagon ; this
version was offered in fleet S trim, standard trim, and LX trim. The rear door was dual-hinged,
allowing it to function as a tailgate or swing outward; other features included a standard roof
rack and optional side-facing rear seats expanding capacity from six to eight. The fleet-oriented
S trim lacked the roof rack and the third-row seating reducing capacity to six. From the late s
into the early s, consumer demand for family vehicles transitioned from large station wagons to
minivans and full-size vans, and to four-door sport-utility vehicles. After the model year, the
station wagon body style was dropped from the model line, as the Ford Crown Victoria was
introduced only as a four-door sedan. Marketed primarily for fleet usage, including law
enforcement, taxi, and other fleet markets, the LTD Crown Victoria S was base trim of the model
line, slotted below the standard trim sold to retail markets under the production code P To lower
production costs, a number of convenience features were removed from the S trim,
distinguished by its lack of a vinyl roof. Along with most bodyside chrome trim, other exterior
and interior trim was decontented, including lower-grade carpeting, a standard AM radio, and
single-piece front bench seat. In the United States, the 5. Through its entire production, Ford
produced option packages for the LTD Crown Victoria, optimizing it for usage as a police car.
The option package was offered for any sedan trim; while primarily offered on the fleet-oriented
S trim, police cars were also offered in the LX trim including interior carpeting, cloth seats, full
wheel covers, and whitewall tires. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the version of the model line. For the â€” retail model car, see Ford Crown Victoria. Motor
vehicle. See also: Ford Country Squire. Retrieved Retrieved 14 April Ford vehicles. Ford Motor
Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Louis
Assembly Hazelwood, Missouri St. Thomas Assembly Southwold, Ontario , Canada. LTD Crown
Victoria. Crown Victoria. Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST.
Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. The King The Queen. Princess Birgitta. If she ascends to the
throne as expected, she would be Sweden's fourth queen regnant after Margaret , Christina and
Ulrika Eleonora and the first since Her inheritance is secured by Sweden's Act of Succession,
the first law in Western Europe to adopt royal absolute primogeniture. She is a member of the
House of Bernadotte. Born as a princess of Sweden, she was designated crown princess in SFS
ahead of her younger brother. Her place as first in the line of succession formally went into
effect on 1 January with the parliamentary change to the Act of Succession that introduced
absolute primogeniture. Her given names honour various relatives. Her first name comes
primarily from her great-great-grandmother Victoria of Baden , queen consort of Sweden.
Victoria studied for a year â€”97 at the Catholic University of the West at Angers in France , and
in the fall term of participated in a special program following the work of the Riksdag. Victoria
completed a study program at the Government Offices in The program is a training program for
young future diplomats and gives an insight to the ministry's work, Swedish foreign and
security policies and Sweden's relations with the rest of the world. She speaks Swedish,
English, French and German. Victoria was made crown princess on 1 January by the change to
the Act of Succession of Successionsordningen. This constitutional introduced absolute
primogeniture , meaning that the throne would be inherited by the monarch's eldest child
without regard to gender. King Carl XVI Gustaf objected to the reform after it occurredâ€”not
because he objected to women entering the line of succession, but because he was upset about
his son being stripped of the crown prince status he had held since birth. Prior to this
constitutional change, the heir apparent to the throne was her younger brother, Carl Philip. He
is now fourth in line to the throne, behind Victoria and her children. As of the day she turned 18,
she became eligible to act as Head of State when the King is not in country. Victoria made her
first public speech on this occasion. Located on the dais in the background was the same silver
throne on which her father was seated at his enthronement, in actual use from and up until this
ceremony. As heir apparent to the throne, Victoria is a working member of the Swedish Royal
Family with her own agenda of official engagements. Victoria has made many official trips
abroad as a representative of Sweden. Her first major official visit on her own was to Japan in ,
where she promoted Swedish tourism, design, music, gastronomy and environmental
sustainability during the "Swedish Style" event. That same year, Victoria also travelled to the

West Coast of the United States , where she participated in the celebrations of the Nobel
centenary. In , she made official visits to Egypt and the United States. In early , she paid an
official visit to Saudi Arabia , as a part of a large official business delegation from Sweden , and
in October , she travelled to Hungary. Crown Princess Victoria was given her own household in
October In January , Victoria made a long official visit to Australia , promoting Swedish style
and businesses, and in April she visited Bangladesh and Sri Lanka to follow aid work and
become informed about the work in the aftermath of the tsunami. This was the first official
Royal visit from Sweden to Turkey since In September , she made an official visit to China. In , it
was announced that Victoria would continue working throughout her pregnancy. In , she took
her maternity leave one day prior to the birth of her daughter Estelle [9] and her husband Daniel
revealed that he would take his paternity leave and switch parental roles with Victoria when
Estelle began preschool. The Crown Princess primarily works with issues concerning water and
health. The fund's aim is to provide support for leisure and recreational activities for children
and young people with functional disabilities or chronic illnesses. Every year Victoria visits one
or several clubs or projects that have been granted money. These visits are not announced via
the official royal diary but kept private; instead Sveriges Television often accompanies her and
airs short programs from these visits at some time during the year. Victoria's first boyfriend was
Daniel Collert. They socialised in the same circles, went to the same school and were already
friends when their romance developed in the mids. When Victoria moved to the United States in
to study and recover from her eating disorders, Collert moved with her across the Atlantic and
settled in New York. When the news broke and the media turned its attention on him, it was
obvious that he did not like being in the public eye. Once Westling was photographed crossing
a street against a red light in order to avoid a camera. I understand that there is speculation, but
some day justice will be done there, too. She said that if they are not happy and comfortable
with each other, it is impossible to do a good job. Swedish media often speculated about
upcoming engagements and marriages for Victoria. On 24 February , rumours that wedding
plans were imminent became particularly intense preceding an information council between the
King and Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt. The prince or princess otherwise loses their right to
the throne. Later that day, it was confirmed that permission had been granted and that Victoria
would marry Daniel Westling in the summer of The wedding date was set in Stockholm
Cathedral for 19 June , the 34th anniversary of her parents' marriage. The wedding took place
on 19 June Guests including royalty and ambassadors from various countries were invited to
the wedding ceremony which took place at Stockholm Cathedral. After the wedding the
newlyweds were driven through Stockholm in a coach and then rowed in the antique royal
barge Vasaorden to the royal palace where the wedding banquet was held. On the evening
before the wedding, there was a gala concert dedicated to the couple in the Stockholm Concert
Hall. On 17 August , the Swedish royal court announced that Crown Princess Victoria was
pregnant and expecting the couple's first child in March In , it was established that Victoria
suffered from anorexia ; this was not confirmed until the next year. After a press release from
the Royal Court in November announced that Victoria had eating disorders, she moved to the
United States where she received professional treatment and studied at Yale University. In June
, Victoria said, "It was a really hard time. This kind of illness is hard, not only for the individual
but also for the people close to him or her. Today I'm fine. In November , the book Victoria,
Victoria! Victoria said: "I felt like an accelerating train, going right down I had eating disorders
and was aware of it, my anguish was enormous. I really hated how I looked like, how I was It felt
like everything in my life and around me was controlled by others. The one thing I could control
was the food I put in me". She further said that "What happened cost and I was the one who
stood for the payments. Victoria suffers from prosopagnosia , which makes it difficult to
recognize familiar faces. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the 20th-century queen of
Sweden, see Victoria of Baden. Crown Princess of Sweden. Crown Princess Victoria in Daniel
Westling. Swedish royal family. See also: List of honours of the Swedish Royal Family by
country. Archived from the original on 28 September Retrieved 19 January Royal Court of
Sweden. Retrieved 20 December Svenska Dagbladet in Swedish. Retrieved 14 July Retrieved 29
November Aftonbladet in Swedish. Retrieved 18 June Retrieved 19 June International
Paralympic Committee. Retrieved 6 October Sveriges Radio. Retrieved 12 January Archived
from the original on 15 March Retrieved 21 February Retrieved 17 May Archived from the
original on 18 July Archived from the original on 22 August Dagens Nyheter in Swedish.
Archived from the original on 2 October Retrieved 20 August Archived from the original on 29
February Retrieved 24 February Archived from the original on 15 October Retrieved 23 February
Archived from the original on 17 April Retrieved 6 January Expressen in Swedish. Dagens
Nyheters bilaga in Swedish. Archived from the original on 3 March The Sunday Times. Archived
from the original on 30 May Victoria, Victoria! Stockholm: Ekerlid. The Art of Living Magazine.
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Swedish throne 1st in line. Due to its reliability, the CVPI has been widely used by both the law
enforcement and taxicab companies in North America. The CVPI is powered by a 4. It is based
on the Panther platform, which provides a body-on-frame chassis using a front-engine,
rear-wheel drive layout. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a
Wiki. Do you like this video? This is one set of headlights you do not want to see coming up
behind you. However, it is also one set of wheels that you do want to drive. Available with a
proper bumper bar, search lights and light bar, this is your Forza Horizon cop car. The Crown
Vic is built to take the abuse of pursuit operations and day-to-day enforcement duty or even
taxi-service. Whether you prefer to chase or be chased, this is an addition to the world of Forza
that many fans have been waiting for. Unlock Requirements Showcase:. Unlock Requirements
Autoshow:. Can be purchased or bid on through an Auction House listing. Unlock
Requirements Wheelspin :. This vehicle can not be purchased from the Autoshow, but can be
rewarded from a Wheelspin or Super Wheelspin. This vehicle may appear as a listed item in the
Forzathon Shop or as a Festival Playlist reward. Interior Forza Horizon 3. Engine Forza Horizon
3. Trunk Forza Horizon 3. Retrieved Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Unlock Requirements Wheelspin : This vehicle can not be purchased
from the Autoshow, but can be rewarded from a Wheelspin or Super Wheelspin Auction House:
Can be purchased or bid on through an Auction House listing Seasonal: This vehicle may
appear as a listed item in the Forzathon Shop or as a Festival Playlist reward. Twin Turbo
Positive-Displacement Supercharger. The name was introduced again in when the Granada was
discontinued and renamed LTD. For many years, the full-size car has fallen out of favor, and
Ford has been left with a near-monopoly as a result. In , American Motors discontinued the
Ambassador ; Chrysler discontinued the R platform full-size cars in and the M platform in The 5,
Crown Victorias sold in January far exceeded the 3, of the newer Ford Five Hundred which is a
more technically advanced full size car with similar passenger space and better fuel economy.
But while newer front-wheel drive platforms may have been popular among consumers, they
have not challenged the Crown Victoria's dominance as a taxi cab , fleet vehicle and police car
where durability, cost and performance rather than efficiency are top requirements. A longer
wheelbase version is available for taxi use. Retail sales dwindled to just 3, in , compared to 38,
of its stablemate Mercury Grand Marquis in the first nine months of As the latest evolution of
the traditional rear-drive full-sized Ford as the Crown Victoria traces its ancestry to the original
Model 18 V8 , it is the end of the longest succession of automobiles starting with the Model T.
The "Crown Vic" is popular due to its conventional rear-wheel drive , V8 power, popular with
police driving techniques. As one of the few remaining passenger cars with body-on-frame
construction, it is rugged, and enables repairs after minor accidents without the need to
straighten the chassis - an important benefit for a car frequently used by police forces for PIT
maneuvers ; ramming a car to spin it out. The Crown Victoria is also one of the few remaining
automobiles which retains the traditional 2-bench 6 passenger seating layout, which has
otherwise largely been replaced by the two front-bucket layout popularized by imports. While
the Crown Victoria shares its platform and components with the Lincoln Town Car , it shares
almost no exterior sheet metal or interior parts. The current model has had a number of
upgrades. Since the exit of General Motors from rear-drive full-size cars with the Chevrolet
Caprice, it held a near-monopoly as a pursuit vehicle in North America, despite front wheel drive
offerings such as the Chevrolet Impala. However, the Dodge Charger has started to challenge
this dominance with some significant adoptions among police and taxi fleets since its
introduction. While there has been speculation of replacements, some based on the slightly
smaller Australian Falcon, no firm plans have been announced by Ford, however the similar
Grand Marquis has since been replaced by the Ford Taurus as the sole full size offering in
Canada. The Crown Victoria is manufactured in St. Thomas, Ontario , Canada, rides on the
vintage Ford Panther platform and utilizes the universal 4. The first "Crown Victoria" appeared

in ; it was a 2-door 6-seater coupe , part of the Ford Fairlane range, that differed from the regular
Victoria model named after a type of carriage by having a stainless steel band that 'crowned' the
roofline, passing right over the car, as an extension of the B-pillar line. The model was produced
in and One version called Ford Crown Victoria Skyliner had the front part of the roof, in front of
the steel band, in acrylic glass. This made the car difficult to sell, especially in the southern
states in USA. Thus few Skyliners were made. Most of them ended up in Sweden, possibly
because the climate was more suitable for an acrylic glass roof. The platform was named the
Panther. The interior remained just as large as the previous LTD though, and the whole design
became more efficient; the reduced width, size, and bulk all led to improved road manners and
maneuverability, which had been major drawbacks in the previous LTD. Ride quality improved
as well with the new car, as did fuel economy. It replaced the previous year's Landau model,
and used a stainless steel band over the roof at the B-pillar the "crown" to evoke the s model.
Crown Victoria had been a decor package for the Landau models since The V8 was supplied
with the Variable Venturi Carburetor which was prone to malfunction. It shared the same Fox
platform with the to Ford Mustang , so certain components are easily interchangeable with the
more popular " pony car ". Known by some as essentially a four-door Mustang, this car had a
centrally fuel-injected 5. Interiors generally featured vinyl seating and rubber floormats, and
many examples were equipped with special push bumpers on the front. The mid-size LTD was
discontinued after the model year to make room for the then-new front-wheel drive Taurus. LTD
Crown Victoria police vehicles used a 5. Earlier models utilized Ford's Variable venturi
carburetor. Later models from on utilized a 4 barrel Holley carburetor. The was coupled to the
AOD 4 speed overdrive automatic. Various other changes were made during these years. The
Crown Victoria, along with its cousin, the Mercury Grand Marquis , received exterior facelifts for
the model year to improve aerodynamics, followed by an all-new dash, door panels, standard
power windows, and standard driver's side airbag and revised steering column in Incidentally,
the Panther platform has attracted a small but dedicated group of performance enthusiasts, the
majority of whom own vehicles from the time period. It is primarily these "Box body"
enthusiasts who frequent online gathering-places, though the later "aero Vic" has attracted a
noteworthy following as well. In , along with dropping the LTD designation, the Crown Victoria
sedan production of the station wagon having ceased in was completely redesigned to the
rounder, eight-window shape which shared many design cues with its contemporary, the newly
redesigned Taurus , and there was a new 4. Critics disapproved of the Taurus-like front end;
consequently, it was given a front grille for the model year. Also added that year was a reflector
strip between the taillights. Another minor restyle followed suit in , with a new grille, taillights,
and dash. To accommodate the design of the 's new taillights, the rear license plate was moved
from the bumper to the trunklid, fitted between the taillights. The restyle was better received
than General Motors' more radical restyle of the Chevrolet Caprice which may have contributed
to its exit and Ford's ultimate dominance of this segment. The model year brought two trim
levels: Crown Victoria base and LX. Dual front airbags and a single-key entry system became
standard, along with a hidden audio antenna, rear window defroster and tinted glass. A
Handling and Performance Package with touring tires, an anti-lock brake system ABS , and
traction control were optional and radial-spoke wheel covers were available on the base model.
For , only slight adjustments were made in anticipation of a redesign. They included increased
responsiveness and improved steering control. In , the Crown Victoria's exterior styling, rear
suspension, and ignition system were updated, while the interior remained the same. The to
"Crown Vics" had a revised 4-link rear suspension with a Watt's linkage. The general road
handling manners have improved, but towing capacity has been reduced. The Crown Victoria
also uses a coil-on-plug ignition design rather than traditional spark plug wires. The Crown
Victoria also features a Not much changed for the model year, with the Crown Victoria receiving
three more exterior colors and standard ABS brakes. For the model year, the chassis was again
redesigned with hydroformed steel. The front and rear suspension were also completely
overhauled. New inverted monotube shocks were now used replacing the old twin-tube shocks
that had been used since the s. In the front, new aluminum control arms, and rack and pinion
steering replacing the recirculating ball units have been implemented. As a result, the
road-handling manners of the Panther platform cars had improved significantly. The engine
output increased due to the addition of a knock sensor for more aggressive timing. For , Ford
altered the transmission, revised the torque converter for better acceleration, and updated the
layout of the optional overhead console. The Crown Victoria retained the same exterior styling,
but models received a rear whip radio antenna rather than an integrated rear defroster antenna.
The rear whip antenna was removed from the models in favor of the integrated rear defroster
antenna. Other additions included a standard trip computer on the LX and a perimeter alarm as
an option. It still used front independent suspension with a rear live axle on a body on frame

design, using a traditional rear-wheel drive drive train. Starting with the model year, the Crown
Victoria became available solely through Ford Fleet. This has been the case in Canada since the
model year see below. Ford had reportedly announced that it would "freshen" both the Crown
Victoria and the Mercury Grand Marquis for the model year. Thomas Assembly Plant in St.
Thomas, Ontario. The Standard P73 model designation has gone by the way side, in favor of the
LX. To make the LX more appealing to future buyers those who buy the cars after their service
in rental fleets it now uses the 5-spoke alloy wheels once used specifically for the LX Premium
Sport and Handling package. For the Police Interceptor, there are two pieces of standard
equipment added to its list. The power pedals are now standard on all models, presumably to
cut manufacturing costs Crown Victoria LX, Grand Marquis LS and Lincoln Town Car all had
them as standard equipment previously and side impact airbags are also standard. There are
also new, federally mandated recessed window switches. Starting with the model year, the
police version of the Crown Victoria, previously named Crown Victoria P71 , was changed to
Police Interceptor and new rear badging was assigned instead of the civilian Crown Victoria
badge. Police Interceptor models come with a black honeycomb-styled front grille and a black
rear fascia on the trunk lid, with black trim under the tail lights. They also have several
"heavier-duty" mechanical upgrades and newer models have additional safety features to deal
with fuel tank safety concerns. In Canada, was the last year the Crown Victoria was individually
available to civilians from Ford dealerships. Since , the Crown Victoria has only been available
in Canada as a Police Interceptor for law enforcement, or as a taxi or Special Service Vehicle for
commercial fleets. Starting with the models, Ford stopped selling the Grand Marquis in the
Canadian market, but continued to sell the Town Car. Large American sedans have always been
part of the landscape in the Middle East. Since the Chevrolet Caprice was discontinued in , the
Crown Victoria and its twin, the Mercury Grand Marquis have been the car of choice for large
American car buyers in the region. Even after General Motors realized their loss of market share
and introduced the Australian Holden Statesman in left hand drive form as a Chevrolet Caprice,
sales of the Ford Panther platform remain strong, especially in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The
Australian Caprice , however, has certainly brought some serious, tough competition for what
used to be a niche market. While options and standard features vary from country to country in
the region, the following is listed as standard equipment on present models:. LX and LX Sport
models also come with power 8-way driver and front passenger seats. The only differences
between the two is that GCC Spec models have a 2. Vehicles equipped with this package also
come with a monochromatic paint job. The Export Handling Packages EHP comes with a tuned
rear air suspension, revised coil springs, handling shock absorbers and an upsized rear
stabilizer bar. It is not available on Standard and Standard Long-Wheelbase models. As far as
the market in Kuwait is concerned, where Grand Marquis sales exceed that of the Crown
Victoria, only the Standard and Standard Long-Wheelbase models are available. Other models
have not been imported as of the year , and was the last year for the LX trim level. With no major
redesign since , in order to remain competitive Ford came up with a trim package for the Crown
Victoria in the Middle East, known as the Special Edition , for Only available on the P72
Standard model, this cosmetic package adds the following:. Everything else on this vehicle is
identical to the Standard model. Whilst this vehicle is not listed in any sales literature, in Saudi
Arabia it is available with a choice of different colors. In , Ford introduced a long-wheelbase
version of the Crown Victoria, available only to commercial fleets mostly used by taxi
companies in North American markets. This version gives 6 extra inches of wheelbase length,
made possible by a new frame and extended body. This version is not available to the general
public, nor is there a stretched version of the Police Interceptor. However, there was a special
service version available for the police market from , with an available street appearance trim
option from , due to its targeted use mostly in the taxi and livery market. These impacts did
cause fuel tank failures in the Crown Victoria. The leaking fuel in combination with friction
between the vehicle and the road was found to be the cause of fires. The reports that the cars
were more prone to fires during a rear collision was a simple combination of four things. First,
most law enforcement agencies rely heavily on the Crown Victoria as their primary vehicle,
meaning that any police-related auto accident is very likely to involve a Crown Victoria. Second,
the accidents occurred as the result of the officers intentionally parking their vehicles close to
active traffic to shield a stopped motorist - something most civilians would never do. Third, the
impacting vehicle was often traveling at, or above, the posted legal limit mph in most
jurisdictions. Fourth, the design of the vehicle which places the gas tank behind the rear axle,
places the tank in a vulnerable area. The condition was exacerbated by police equipment
installers drilling over the package tray in the luggage compartment. Due to the gas tank's
orientation, drilling through the package tray may result in drilling into the gas tank. Installers
also used screws set directly into the bulkhead and facing the fuel tank. In the event of a

high-energy collision, these screws could be forced into the tank, both rupturing the tank and
possibly acting as a spark source. Long bolts for mounting heavier equipment were also
directly suspect. The manufacturer provided an aftermarket shield to help prevent these items
from puncturing the tank during impact. These items became tank-piercing projectiles during
the rear-collision scenarios. Ford's second solution came in the form of a recall kit including
patterns to mark unsafe areas to drill in the luggage compartment. Also included were
rubberized kevlar and hard ballistic nylon shields for the differential cover lower shock bolts.
They also included a kevlar-based trunk liner. For and newer models, Ford offers an optional
on-board fire-suppression system for the Crown Victoria Police Interceptor units. The system
itself is integrated with the anitlock braking system as part of the activation, and can be
activated manually. However, Ford does cite several system limitations regarding fuel loss and
impact speeds. As a result of these crashes, other companies looked at potential solutions to
the problem. FIRE Panel introduced a solution in that utilized a hollow panel that encapsulated
fire suppression powder. The panel was designed to shatter in a high speed, rear impact.
Despite numerous court cases charging Ford with partial liability for fires caused in accidents,
the company has never been found liable in a Crown Victoria accident. Model years to inclusive,
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duplicate arguments in template calls Pages with broken file links Ford vehicles Full-size
vehicles Rear wheel drive vehicles Police vehicles Sedans s automobiles s automobiles s
automobiles Flexible-fuel vehicles Vehicles introduced in Navigation menu Personal tools Log
in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source View history. Navigation Main page
Recent changes Random page Help. This page was last edited on 9 February , at Ford Motor
Company. Thomas, Ontario , Canada. FR layout. Ford Panther platform. Service Manual. Five
Hundred. LTD Crown Victoria. Luxury car. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. From Wikipedia the free
encyclopedia. It is the law enforcement version of the Ford Crown Victoria. They were also used
for this purpose on a more limited scale in other countries. After the discontinuation of the
Chevrolet Caprice , the Ford Motor Company held a near-monopoly on the market for police
cruisers in the United States and Canada for over a decade. The conventional rear-wheel drive ,
V8 power, and body-on-frame construction were considered advantageous for police use. The
body-on-frame construction allowed inexpensive repairs after collisions without the need to
straighten the chassis. Rear-wheel drive was deemed better for hard maneuvers and more
robust than the front-wheel-drive competition for rough driving over curbs and other obstacles
in the urban environment. Although the Ford Crown Victoria Police Interceptor was not sold to
the general public, they are widely available via secondhand in North America once they are
decommissioned and no longer in service in law enforcement and fleet duty. Used Crown
Victoria Police Interceptors are normally stripped of any police decals, computer equipment,
police radios, and emergency lights before being sold or auctioned to the public. Though the
name has been officially in use since , the â€” full-size LTDs and LTD Crown Victorias used the
"P72" production code designation for both fleet and taxi and police models, with the model
itself being internally classified as S similar to LX. In the model year, the Crown Victoria was
given a chrome front grille and a reflector strip between the taillights. Another minor restyle
followed suit in , with a new grille and taillights. To accommodate the design of the 's new
taillights, the rear license plate was moved from the bumper to the trunk's lid. For , the Crown
Victoria badge on the front fenders was removed and the cars received a new steering wheel
models have a lighter blue interior color vs prior years. For the model year, the Ford Motor
Company restyled the Crown Victoria, eliminating the "aero" look that the first generation
Crown Victoria had from to ; adopting the more conservative styling of the Mercury Grand
Marquis. Both cars included restyled front and rear end components. The police package P71
had a chrome grille, chrome door handle trim, chrome bumper strips, and a chrome-trimmed flat
black rear fascia with the "Crown Victoria" badge. At this time, the car was still known as the
"Crown Victoria P71". In , Ford introduced the "Crown Victoria Police Interceptor" name, with a
badge on the trunk lid replacing the "Crown Victoria" badge. A chrome-trimmed gloss black rear
fascia, black door handle trim, black bumper strips, and a gloss black slatted grille were also
introduced at this time. Finally, the new "Street Appearance Package", intended to make the
Police Interceptor look like a Standard P73 model, including chrome trimming and badging, was
introduced. Midway through , the taillights were also changed. Although the lenses changed,
the housings did not; they still had the chambers for the separate turn signals that early models
had. These chambers were now empty, leaving a perfect place to install in police cars strobe
tubes that would not affect brake or turn signal visibility. Non-Police Interceptors and Police
Interceptors equipped with the "Street Appearance Package" retained the amber turn signal

until when all CVs changed to all-red taillights. For , the rear fascia and tail-lights lost the
chrome trim, and the gloss black grille was dropped in favor of a flat black slatted grille. Further
alterations were made in , including removal of all trim on the plastic bumper pieces and a new
honeycomb-style grille, replacing the slat-style grille as is found on previous standard Crown
Victorias and CVPIs. Power adjustable pedals also became an option starting in the model year,
as height diversity among officers joining police departments increased. Ford also relocated the
rear window defrost switch from the left side of the dash to the direct left of the HVAC controls.
The Ford logo on the steering wheel was blue instead of the interior's color. The year brought
considerable changes. Interior door panels and seats were freshened, with side-impact airbags
becoming an option. The â€” CVPIs all look the same on the exterior; the way for one to tell the
â€” cars apart from the and models is by examining the wheels. The frame, steering,
suspension, and brakes were all significantly redesigned for the model year. Because of the
new underpinnings, the wheels for the newer cars have a much higher offset. They look almost
flat, compared to the concave wheels on the older model years. Along with a new wheel design,
new hubcaps were introduced. Lastly, the model year was the last model in the second
generation of CVPIs to feature a cassette player in the stock head unit. However, the model did
include an optional player. The â€” Police Interceptor is rated for This allows for much more
precise flow calibration and reduces the chances of air leakage. The P71 zip tube the flexible
rubber hose between the throttle body and MAF outlet is also used to reduce NVH noise,
vibration, and harshness as well as transfer air from the airbox to the throttle body with minimal
flow resistance. Standard on the is a redesigned instrument cluster, which now sports an
analog speedometer, tachometer, digital odometer with hour meter and trip meter features, and
cross-compatibility with the civilian version's various features these are normally locked out,
but can be accessed through wiring modification. Kevlar -lined front doors, which might be
useful as protective barriers during gunfights, are optional on the Crown Victoria Police
Interceptors for the Model Year. For , the Crown Victoria was restricted to fleet-only sales, and
all Panther-platform cars became flex-fuel cars. The CVPI received some new options, such as
the ability to have keyless entry. For the model year, the CVPI now has power pedals as
standard equipment. Standard equipment across the entire Panther line is side impact airbags
and new federally mandated recessed window switches. The CVPI also received upgraded
brakes for , although specifics about them are not available. The confirmation flash that occurs
when the doors are locked is now automatically disabled when the Courtesy Lamp Disable
option is ordered. The confirmation flash was considered to be a safety issue because the lights
would flash when officers exited the vehicle and locked the doors, potentially giving their
presence away at night. Both cars use the same 4. However, there are few notable differences
between the Police Interceptor and standard Crown Victoria or Grand Marquis. This engine oil
cooler can be prone to seeping oil from the O-ring seals after the high mileage operation
encountered by Police Interceptors, particularly where damaged by road salt. The Police
Interceptor engine calibration includes a slightly higher idle speed by approximately 40 rpm and
minor changes in the emissions settings. The computer is tuned for more aggressive
transmission shift points, and the transmission itself is built for firmer and harder shifts. The
â€” Police Interceptors are equipped standard with an open 3. An optional 3. This compares to
the standard non-P71 2. Ford CVPIs with the 3. Ford reintroduced a 3. Ford built two different
gear ratios for police use. One had the 3. All CVPIs came standard with a 3. Also noteworthy is
that all cars came standard with an open differential unless Ford's Trac-Lok Differential was
ordered with the car. Trac-Lok was available with the 3. Another difference is Ford's "severe
duty" shock absorbers that offer a stiffer ride than the standard Crown Victoria. They also have
black steel wheels with stainless steel or chromed plastic hubcaps. All Police Interceptors also
come with T stainless steel dual exhaust systems without resonators. Standard Crown Victorias
come with a stainless steel single exhaust system , while the Handling and Performance
Package and LX Sport-equipped Crown Victorias have the same exhaust system as the Police
Interceptor, with the resonators. The resonators further reduce noise, vibration, and harshness
without adding any restriction to the exhaust system. Police Interceptors have higher-rate coil
springs , approximately 0. Ford also offers trunk packages for equipment storage see below ,
and as of , has added an optional fire suppression system to the Police Interceptor. The bulk of
police car modifications, such as installation of emergency lights, sirens , passenger seat
dividers, and plastic rear bench seats, are offered as aftermarket modifications by third parties.
Police Interceptors came standard with manual cloth bucket seats, despite having the shifter on
the steering column. This gap between seats is generally filled by a console holding radios,
controls for emergency equipment, large firearms, and often a laptop computer or mobile data
terminal MDT. A velour split-bench was optional, with a power adjustable driver's seat being
optional on both the split bench and standard bucket seats. One way to distinguish most P71s

is the small "Police Interceptor" badge that replaces the standard "Crown Victoria" markings on
the trunk lid, although the Street Appearance Package SAP Police Interceptors forego this
badge, using the standard Crown Victoria marking. Police Interceptor badges are now available
for purchase online, so this identifying technique is not as reliable as it once was. The Police
Interceptor has an additional interior trunk release in the center of the dashboard with a
prominent warning decal right below it, while the civilian version has it only on the driver's
door. All P70, 71, and 72 Crown Victorias are assembled without this keyless entry system, so
unless the driver door was damaged and had an improper replacement door installed any
Crown Victoria with a keypad is a civilian one, while any one without a keypad is a P70, 71, or 72
fleet Crown Victoria. Following the criticism of fires following highway-speed rear-end collisions
, and later model Police Interceptors now come with an optional automatic fire suppression
system and special "trunk packs" designed to prevent cargo from penetrating the fuel tank in a
collision. There were also some problems with early Police Interceptors. This was not limited to
the Police Interceptor; some Mercury Marauders were also affected. A recall, initiated on March
1, 07S48 affects the steel wheels used on â€”05 Police Interceptors. Another issue with the
wheels have been weld points that come loose, causing rapid air loss in tires and the potential
for loss of control. The only way this problem could be addressed is if the civilian customer
complains to a dealership about air leakage problems, an inability to balance the wheels
properly, or a "nibble" or excessive vibration in the steering at speed. The issue is then
addressed through the "Customer Satisfaction Program" that Ford has initiated for the same
wheels. The steel body-on-frame Crown Victoria Police Interceptor fares better in crashes than
unibody counterparts such as the retired Chevrolet Impala and the current Dodge Charger, [
citation needed ] though its successor the Ford Taurus can withstand rear end collisions of up
to 70 miles per hour. Many law enforcement officers and departments swear by the proven Ford
Crown Victoria, and are reluctant to purchase other police sedans in spite of the Ford Crown
Victorias departure. Some departments have purchased the Chevrolet Tahoe 9C1, a full-size
SUV, due in part to its body-on-frame construction. While sharing a nameplate with the Crown
Victoria Police Interceptor, the Police Interceptor Sedan was a variant of the sixth-generation
Ford Taurus , shifting from the long-running Panther chassis to an all-wheel drive version of the
D3 architecture. On September 15, , the final Crown Victoria destined for Saudi Arabia rolled off
the assembly line at PM as the final vehicle assembled by St. Thomas Assembly in Ontario. In a
design decision, the Police Interceptor Sedan did not adopt the Taurus nameplate, as it was
sold alongside the Police Interceptor Utility derived from the Ford Explorer , â€”present ; neither
has been sold for retail sale. Along with heavier-duty components and a redesigned interior, the
Police Interceptor Sedan adopted higher-performance suspension tuning from the Taurus SHO.
The standard engine was a 3. Part of the militsiya now Politisya , the vehicles were operated by
the Road Patrol Service DPS as highway patrol units around the greater Moscow area. This was
especially true after the discontinuation of the Chevrolet Caprice 9C1. Even years after its
discontinuation, the Crown Victoria continues to hold a reputation as a tool of authority within
North America. In Russia, the mids Crown Victoria became a symbol of Moscow's road militsiya
for over a decade; the P71 is pictured on a DPS badge awarded for 15 years of service. Create
your
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